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Could you survive the 'MOT for men' extreme
endurance test?
Our writer joined 100 men on the 72-hour Xtreme Character Challenge in the wilderness that
leaves even the toughest in tears
By Ben Wright
31 December 2021 • 5:00am
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Ben Wright spent two nights in Brecon with ex-army leaders to confront issues around modern masculinity

CREDIT: Robert Darch

A week before my minibreak in Wales, I was sent a questionnaire which asked,

Advertisement

somewhat to my surprise, how many times I had prayed in the previous month.
My answer: zero.
Polestar 2
—
100% electric

But now the weather and darkness are descending on the Brecon Beacons. I’ve
been clinging to the side of a Welsh mountain wrapped in a survival blanket for
about an hour. I’m so cold my body is no longer convulsing with shivers. And,

Test drive

were He around, I’d certainly have a few choice words for the Almighty.
I am spending the weekend with about 100 other men on an Xtreme Character
Challenge. It is described as a 72-hour endurance adventure in the wilderness for
the mind, body and soul.
More stories

I initially assumed the third element was just marketing guL. But it soon becomes
apparent there is indeed a strong spiritual element to the weekend. I’m also

Drop your midlife weight gain
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beginning to realise that I may have underestimated the ‘xtreme’ bit. I’m not sure
what worries me most.
We were woken before sunrise this morning by harsh blasts of a whistle, then told

The BBC needs New Year’s
resolutions – here are six from
me

to pack up the tents we had pitched in the middle of the night and start walking.
We’ve been walking ever since.
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The landscape of the Brecon Beacons provides ample physical challenges for those taking part in the Xtreme
Character Challenge CREDIT: Robert Darch

We don’t know how long we’ve been going as our watches and phones were taken
oL us at the rendezvous point last night. And we don’t know where we’re heading
or when we’ll get there. Almost every question directed at our instructors is met
with the same reply: ‘You’ll see.’
It is late October. The wind on the high ridges feels like a physical assault, and the
lashings of rain are all the more morale-sapping because we get to see them
sweeping up the valleys for several minutes before they hit.
On our backs we are carrying all the equipment we need to survive for three
nights. (We were told to pack light. A change of underwear was listed as optional. I
bought a bamboo toothbrush and sawed oL half the handle.)
The instructors, who have several of these courses under their belts – here in
Wales, in the Scottish highlands and on Dartmoor – tell us we’re lucky. At least the
rain isn’t constant, they point out, and the occasional breaks in the weather allow
us to take in the stunning views south towards the Bristol Channel and north
towards Shropshire and mid-Wales.
Nevertheless, there’s a reason the Special Forces have nicknamed this area ‘VW
Valley’ – short for ‘voluntary withdrawal’, because so many soldiers give up on the
training exercises they run here.
We seem to be tracking the escarpments that roughly encircle the only man-made
structure in the vicinity: a redundant neo-Gothic dam, no longer holding back any
water. It’s the perfect metaphor for something, but I’m too tired and hungry to
[gure out what.

Ben Wright heads a group wading through icy water CREDIT: Robert Darch

The Xtreme Character Challenge (XCC) is fronted by James Ray, a 41-year-old,
ponytailed vicar who carries himself like an Army o_cer. He’s run about 17 of
these weekends over the past six years, after attending one in Belgium. When I ask
if he is trying to address a crisis in masculinity, Ray says that isn’t quite right.
‘But a lot of men are, for a variety of reasons, quite broken,’ he says. ‘And there’s
little empathy for those issues, maybe because men have always had things our
own way. Perhaps we even deserve some of it. But that doesn’t mean we don’t
need help.’
The murder of Sarah Everard in March last year brought the debate about toxic
masculinity into sharp focus. And issues around the declining value society
attaches to traditional male attributes have been bubbling up for a while.
Then there are the concerns relating to mental health, suicide, absent fathers and
the prevalence of pornography. Ray, one of three brothers, used to be a boardingschool housemaster and a Royal Navy reservist.
He has spent a lot of time around other men. He thinks it’s a mistake to de[ne
masculinity, or to see it as fundamentally bawed – but he does think there is a
problem.
‘I’ve done a lot of work with the police,’ he says. ‘All day long, they are out there,
arresting men. We have to accept that our rap sheet as a gender is pretty damning.
Of course it’s not all men. But it is men. We all have to take a look in the mirror.’
Ray describes an XCC as an ‘MOT for men’. He frequently repeats a mantra: ‘Real
men admit their mistakes, apologise, and ask for help.’ The event is designed to get
participants to do all three.

Ben Wright (second left) with his teammates, ranging in age from 34 to 54 CREDIT: Robert Darch

My team of seven hasn’t reached that point yet. We’re an eclectic bunch: Ed, 38, a
property executive; Patrick, 54, a former [nance chief of several large companies;
his buddy Erik, also 54 and also a [nance executive; Jamie, 37, a trainee vicar;
Jonny, 34, a somewhat overweight care worker; Andy, 44, a former drug addict
who served a 12-and-a-half-year prison sentence but is now working for the
Ministry of Justice; and me, a 45-year-old journalist and father of two who is
currently wondering what, exactly, he has got himself into.
Most of the group appear to be here more for the physical challenge than the
spiritual side. Jamie has done one of these weekends before but is giving nothing
away. As far as I can tell, Ed is the only other non-believer but has been persuaded
to come by his business partner, who is one of the 20 or so instructors.
Having worried about whether I’ll be [t enough for weeks, I’m relieved to [nd I’m
in the middle of the pack, physically. Ed regularly trains with his [ancée, a
professional triathlete.
The two [nance executives may be in their 50s but are regular cyclists. Jonny says
the only exercise he does is walking to the Tube or to the butcher’s on a Saturday.
Andy starts complaining of sore feet and knees early on the [rst afternoon.
I’m not surprised: I’ve helped him hoick his backpack on to his back a couple of
times – it’s the size of a small wardrobe, stuLed to the gunnels and must weigh
close to 30kg. Jonny has allowed others to carry his similarly enormous pack on
the steeper climbs but Andy is determined to carry his own.
There’s some chat about the wisdom of this approach but on the whole our group
is getting on remarkably well, and we take turns chatting to each other as we
trudge on.
Ours was the [rst team out of camp, and has been in the lead ever since. Early in
the morning, Patrick, who freely admits to being quite driven and having control
issues, said, ‘It’s not a race, but we’re winning.’ He was half-joking, but de[nitely
half-not. My competitive instincts have got the better of me too.

'The terrain is absurd: big lumpy tussocks of thick grass interspersed with covered streamlets.' CREDIT: Robert Darch

At each checkpoint, I surreptitiously look to see how far behind the next group is.
The treeless landscape and elevated vantage points reveal a gap of several
hundred metres between us and them, with other clumps of brightly clad men
strung out behind.
Emotionally, however, things are getting tougher. At each stop, a member of the
volunteer crew brieby tells us about the low points in their life. The stories are
harrowing. We hear about abuse, drug and alcohol addiction, depression and
suicidal thoughts. Many of the stories involve bawed fathers.
Dave* tells us how, at the height of his £2,000-a-week cocaine habit, he left his
two small children alone in the house to drive 50 miles to meet his dealer.
Joseph*, tall, broad, bald and bearded – it would be hard to imagine a more
stereotypically manly man – quotes John Eldredge, the American author and
counsellor: ‘Every boy, in his journey to become a man, takes an arrow in the
centre of his heart, in the place of his strength… Every man carries a wound.
And the wound is nearly always given by his father.’ He then proceeds to tell us
exactly how his father wounded him. He asks us not to talk to him as we get up to
leave, and we walk on in stunned silence.
Late in the afternoon, we climb what we think is Pen y Fan, the highest peak in
South Wales. But as we descend, we realise we’ve misread the map and have only
experienced the warm-up to the main event. Andy’s spirit is broken. He sits down
and says he can’t go on.
Two of us decide to climb to the top and discuss the situation with the instructors
at the next checkpoint. They radio in two others to tell Andy he’s really got no
option but to follow us, and we wait for him and the rest of the team to make the
slow ascent.

'A lot of men are, for a variety of reasons, quite broken,’ says. Xtreme Character Challenge’s James Ray, ‘and there’s
little empathy for those issues' CREDIT: Robert Darch

The survival blanket I wrap myself in while we wait becomes drenched in
condensation, making it worse than useless. I don’t think I’ve ever been colder.
When Andy [nally emerges out of the mist about an hour later it’s clear he’s
completely spent. There’s no tautness in his ashen features. He’s even handed his
backpack over. He may not have asked for help but he’s allowed himself to accept
some.
A couple of hours after nightfall we’re on our steepest climb yet. One of the
instructors is standing at the top of the hill. The light of his head torch never
seems to get closer as the gradient forces us to climb on all fours.
The terrain is absurd: big lumpy tussocks of thick grass interspersed with covered
streamlets. Andy has been taken oL by the instructors, but Jonny is still with us.
He is utterly exhausted and suLering from pain in his hips. Jamie and I take turns
carrying his backpack.
I’ve cycled up Mont Ventoux and I reckon climbing this hill with two backpacks is
harder. Ed is bent down in front of Jonny, literally pointing to where he should
place his feet for each step.
Erik and Patrick are pushing him and oLering encouragement, trying to get Jonny
going after he stops every couple of yards, either gasping for air or swearing. At
one point he roars: ‘This is f—king bullshit!’

Frontman James Ray briefs the men atop a blistering cold hillside in the Brecon Beacons CREDIT: Robert Darch

Somehow, he makes it to the top. All the other teams have overtaken us and their
tents are spread out across the plateau. We set up Jonny’s, get him into his
sleeping bag, then assemble our own tents and pass out.
I later discover that Patrick has sought out Dave, the instructor who invited Andy
and Jonny on the course, and berated him. At the very least, he argues, Dave
should have told them what they were letting themselves in for so they could be
better prepared and not pack so much. Patrick tells Dave his irresponsibility has
put us all in danger.
‘Some guys can get pretty angry during the weekend,’ Ray tells me at the end of
the following day. ‘We want to push people, we want there to be a level of
jeopardy. Several have said they’d quite like to punch me. But no one has yet.
‘Part of this is about showing guys that they can be their own solution. You have
the ability to get yourself up that mountain even if you aren’t [t and you’re fat. You
can do it through sheer force of will and with the help of those around you.’
In the middle of the night we are woken up and told to gather around Ray so that
he can talk to us about Jesus. It is at this point that my own urge to punch him
becomes acute.
After the chat, he tells us to go oL alone to think about what’s most important to
us. I glance around at the other men standing in the moonlight, have a wee, decide
there’s nothing more important to me than my sleeping bag and climb back into it.
The next day the focus transitions from the physical to the spiritual. When I
realised there was a religious aspect to this weekend, I went on the defensive,
keeping a sharp lookout for guitars and tambourines. As I see how the weekend is
panning out, I become more wary still.
The physical and emotional toil are bound to make participants more susceptible
to suggestion. Forget the tambourines, am I about to be brainwashed? Ray’s
appearance does little to put my mind at rest. Stocky, handsome, with his Lord of
the Rings-esque ponytail and broad smiles, he could be a cult leader straight out of
central casting.

‘Men lean towards empowerment while women lean towards nurturing,’ says Ray of his team, pictured. ‘So we tend
to say, “You’ve got this mate,” rather than ask, “Are you OK mate?” CREDIT: Robert Darch

I soon realise the vast majority of other participants are already Christians. XCC is
a charity and doesn’t do much advertising. Most people appear to have heard
about the trips through their church groups. Ray tells me that some people have
found God on these trips. But the weekend is more about conversations than
conversions.
One of the instructors, a former anaesthetist who has retrained as a vicar, points
out that the whole thing is really an elaborately choreographed way to get men
talking about stuL they wouldn’t normally discuss.
‘Men lean towards empowerment while women lean towards nurturing,’ says Ray.
‘So we tend to say, “You’ve got this mate,” rather than ask, “Are you OK mate?”
What you need is a bit of both.’
He says there was an example of the right balance when England football manager
Gareth Southgate hugged Bukayo Saka after he missed his penalty in the [nal of
the Euros. ‘That’s the role you want men to play, to say, “Give it a go. I back you.
And if you fail, I’ve got you.”’
Ray says modern society is good at judging right and wrong but it’s completely
lost any sense of redemption. ‘Cancel culture’ doesn’t allow for any failings. ‘The
level of trust I must have to confess something is impossibly high. And that’s even
true within the Church. If a guy has a problem with porn, for example, he’s not
going to ask for help from those people he sees every Sunday.
‘But up here, you’ve got your hat on, your scarf around your face, you can only just
hear each other above the wind. We try to pick paths that are wide enough for two
people to walk side by side, you don’t have to make eye contact.
We get the instructors to open up, tell people about their lives and then ask the
guys to chat about what they’ve heard. And those conversations start to happen:
the church leader who is having an aLair, the businessman who is embezzling
money, the kid who is thinking of killing himself…’
On the second day, some of the instructors tell us about how Christianity helped
them turn their lives around. There’s a trust-building exercise where we lean out
over a steep fall while the other members of our team hold on to our backpacks.
We take a decidedly baptismal wade through a freezing-cold river.

A challenger struggles through a freezing brook as his fellow teammates follow behind CREDIT: Robert Darch

This is followed by a pilgrimage, where we carry a rock that is supposed to signify
a private burden up a hill and past instructors reading Bible verses, before
depositing it at the top. Afterwards the group kneels in prayer and takes
Communion. Some of the men are openly weeping. I feel slightly self-conscious
but never unwelcome.
Ray freely admits that there are other ways for men to deal with the myriad issues
they face in modern life, but is also unapologetic in oLering Christianity as a
guide. There is, however, no hard sell.
‘When you boil Christianity down to its key tenets there aren’t many people who
have much beef with it,’ says Ray. ‘But we dress it up in strange language and we
wrap it in cold buildings and we make people sit there and say, “Shhh, don’t fart.” I
really believe that if you want to hear God, you should go outside.’
If the aim is to get a bunch of men to both talk and fart freely, I can report that Ray
has more than succeeded. The weekend involves copious swearing and plenty of
discussions about bowel movements – exactly as you would expect.
Trev, a jovial Mancunian with a Father Christmas beard who doles out the food,
has an earthy view about the bene[ts of XCC: ‘You’re a dick, you’ll still be a dick
after this weekend, but hopefully you’ll be a slightly nicer dick.’
The hours of walking certainly help us appreciate small joys. After wading
through the river we are unexpectedly served hot soup. I take a sip as I walk back
to my team. Two instructors coming the other way burst out laughing at the look
of bliss on my face. Apparently, the organisers are frequently asked for the recipe.
It comes out of a packet.
On the last morning, the guitar [nally comes out. There’s singing and prayers. To
my very great surprise, I join in. We are all asked to head oL in our teams and chat
about our experiences before picking the person with the best story to present to
the whole group. It is clear that the weekend has had a profound impact on many
of the guys.
In keeping with the theme of fatherhood, I tell my team about how I didn’t really
know my dad as I only met him a handful of times after my parents divorced, when
I was [ve.
He died when I was at university and I chickened out of visiting him on his
deathbed, partly because I didn’t want to intrude on the [nal hours of a relative
stranger.
That said, I’ve never felt there was an aching void in my life and, listening to the
other stories, my abiding feeling over the weekend has been gratitude at the
sheltered and privileged life I’ve led.

'Those days and nights spent out in the wild with a genuine sense of jeopardy and a bunch of lovely lads was a tonic
for my non-existent soul,' says Wright CREDIT: Robert Darch

But then Jamie tells us he lies awake at night worrying about whether he’ll be a
good father to his son. He used to work for Eden, a charity that places ‘urban
missionaries’ on council estates.
Working with kids on the fringes of gangs, some of the children he got to know
were stabbed or died of overdoses, and he’s petri[ed he won’t be able to ensure his
son avoids a similar fate. I try to tell him that the mere fact he is so worried proves
he’s a brilliant father but [nd that, for some reason, there’s a rather large lump in
my throat.
Patrick says he now regrets his reaction after the steep climb. The point, he
realises, wasn’t that the team got up the hill, it was that the hill made us into a
team. Corny but true. The instructors were, of course, right to invite Jonny.
He got to discover what he was capable of doing and the rest of us got to help him.
If everyone had found it easy, nobody would have been tested. The struggle was
the whole point. ‘How wrong was I?’ asks Patrick, answering his own question.
For me, I realise the highlight of the trip is the other guys. Despite having checked
my kit list endlessly and repacking my backpack 10 times, I still managed to turn
up without a tent. As soon as I mentioned this to my team, Jamie oLered to share
his – technically a two-man tent in the sense that two men can get in it as long as
they don’t want to move.
Bald and with a full-length portrait of the risen Christ tattooed on his forearm,
Jamie snores gently but consistently, his body odour isn’t too oLensive, and I think
he’s probably one of the most selbess people I’ve ever met.
Ray says he thinks hard about who goes in which group. He has deliberately put
the captain of industry together with the ex-prisoner and the triathlete with the
overweight guy. I wonder if he deliberately put the sceptical journalist in the same
group as Jamie.
God and I didn’t [nd each other in the Welsh mountains. But the weekend did
make me think and reassess my priorities. I was astonished by Jonny’s ability to
complete the hike, by the way some of the men had put the broken pieces of their
lives back together and the manner in which others had chosen to live theirs.
At the very least, the role Christianity played in these stories renewed my faith in
faith. And, as advertised, those days and nights spent out in the wild with a
genuine sense of jeopardy and a bunch of lovely lads was a tonic for my nonexistent soul.
*Name has been changed

The next Xtreme Character Challenge is 24427 March
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Bab Boon

1 DAY AGO

Well, from my experience of Christians, they do like to emphasise how saturated in sin
they are and the vital need for punishment abasement and throwing themselves on the
mercy of someone other than themselves ........... So no surprise they were the main
commponent of the group and presumably enjoyed it.
.
The bloke who said 'anyone however old fat & unhealthy can get up the hill if they force
themself' should apply a caveat 'unless they die trying', which of course some would.
.
But then, all this requires one of several a special mindsets:
Guilt, masochism, drive to address a complicated inferiority complex all sound rather
prominent.
.
Ironically, quite a large number of Cumbrian girls go Fell Running for fun and most would
breeze through this smiling, laughing and happily chatting.
.
Personally I wouldn't want to touch that course with a stick unless I was let loose on an
Enduro bike.
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Reply to Bab
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Bab, come and join me on one.... I might be going on the one in Scotland in April
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Wendy LEIBOWITZ

3 DAYS AGO

This was eye-opening to me. Thank you for writing so candidly about what sounds like a
grueling, wrenching experience. You and your group earned a lot of respect, particularly
in being respectful about the religious component which you didn't seem to have
signed up for. Hilarious that you forgot a tent!
UNLIKE 55

P mitson

FLAG

3 DAYS AGO

I have read several of the comments here and the wit and candour of many made me
smile. However, it strikes me that the article may have perhaps mislead some in terms
of the conclusions that have been drawn. I took part in one of these in October 2021
and cannot overstate how impressed I was by it. It wasn’t about being tough, it was
much more about learning to be willing to be vulnerable. It wasn’t about vilifying men
but rather recognising that as men we’re not all as perfect and as sorted and together as
we might like people to think we are. My honest recommendation is that people give it
a go, it was easily one of the best things that I have ever done!
REPLY

BB

2 DAYS AGO

Ben, apologies, I should have said this much earlier... well done and thank you for the
article! I really enjoyed reading it.
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Bab Boon

UNLIKE 6
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1 DAY AGO

Reply to PP mitson
mitson

I was about to make a sly quip but instead will join in the spirit of the thing and ask in
honest puzzlement:
I can reconcile myself to my own and other's imperfections with careful thought and
reﬂection.
I can enjoy the buzz of Dopamine/Seratonin/Endorphine hits from extreme sport
without subjecting myself to the abject misery described in the article.
Why you or others would need that intrigues me After all it seems unlikley it is because this is something never previously experienced If the participants weren't fairly ﬁt they'd never make it through?
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Thank you for the question... sadly I know that I won’t do justice to the response
deserved but can put it this way.... I found this event to be truly extraordinary. I turned
up with one guy I already knew and was put into a team with 6 others I’d never met
before. We were a mixed group in terms of ﬁtness and beliefs and also in relation to our
jobs and backgrounds etc. Over the 72 hours we grew together in a remarkable way and
now have a lasting friendship that has extended beyond the event. In relation to the
XCC, it is tough at times but this isn’t meant to be a reﬁning ﬁre/selection process. It
isn’t a pass or fail or a test to see who is the toughest. There is zero competition. People
start together and ﬁnish together and a group is only as fast as the slowest person. It is
all about taking people out of their comfort zone and giving them time and experiences
to help them reﬂect, to listen, to grow. Honestly, I cannot speak highly enough of this
event. It is non-proﬁt, offers free places to everyone who can’t afford to pay, cares for
and supports all who participate, and it absolutely delivers on this idea of it being an
MOT for men. Interestingly they have just launched an all female version now too.
Happy to answer any further questions that you might have.
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Joseph Nixon

3 DAYS AGO

Yabber yabber yabber. Gentlemen- I've done a couple of these weekends and
irrespective of your point of view on religion, faith, endurance, exercise, rain etc I have
to say it was a refreshing time spent with fellas who were seeking something other than
the predictably mundane as this covid world has become. IMHO we've all become a bit
comfortable and complacent as men- you can't beat a bit of reﬂectivity in the days we
all ﬁnd ourselves in.So a bit of backbone and quit moaning. For me I suffered multiple
bereavement this year -rubbish time nevertheless no sympathy please . However
anything that promotes better men has go to be applauded. Don't knock it til you've
tried it. You'll see!!!
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3 DAYS AGO

Reply to Joseph
Joseph Nixon
Nixon

Well said!
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Peter Sharman

3 DAYS AGO

What else have they got, they haven't a country anymore so they might as well go for it.
LIKE 0

FLAG

Alan MacColl

4 DAYS AGO

'The murder of Sarah Everard in March last year brought the debate about toxic
masculinity into sharp focus.' Give us a break. Sarah Everard was killed by a sadistic
pervert, and her murder tells us nothing about anybody else, let alone proving that all
men share some evil principle that causes them to commit such wicked acts . 'Toxic
masculinity' is a catch-phrase invented by political activists, and like 'white fragility',
'unconscious bias' and so on is designed to create division in society. In endorsing these
malicious ideas, dim-witted journalists like Ben Wright are only furthering the cause of
the people who wish us ill.
REPLY
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LIKE 26

Nick Smith

FLAG

3 DAYS AGO

Reply to Alan
Alan MacCol
MacColll

Hear hear.
REPLY
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LIKE 5

FLAG

Luke Pattrick

3 DAYS AGO

Reply to Alan
Alan MacCol
MacColll

Thank you for articulating so clearly what appear to me to be the thoughts of most
balanced and well rounded people.
REPLY
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Philip Smith
LIKE 4

hot azel

FLAG

4 DAYS AGO

Let's face it, you wouldn't be doing this nonsense if you weren't insecure about your
masculinity. And I'd suggest if you hadn't ﬁgured out what you were by your twenties it
would then be too late to enquire. Pointless doing bogus selection to try and prove
yourself if life has already deselected you.
LIKE 4

FLAG

Marvin the Martian

4 DAYS AGO

Only in the decadent west & the UK & USA in particular would the premise for an article
written for men be "toxic masculinity". In China, their armed forces are being
encouraged in embracing theirs as well as 'testosterone'. In Russia, maleness is
celebrated - and in the rest of the world 'being a man' is also fortunately alive and well. I
don't hold out much hope for our societies set up against those guys. EDITED
REPLY

CL

4 DAYS AGO

What a load of old tosh, and to think you paid actual money to take part!
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Chris Longhorn

4 DAYS AGO

The problem with this approach to men's wellbeing is that the ﬁx for toxic masculinity
(being unable to communicate, especially deeper thoughts and feelings, an inability to
ask for help from others and internalisation of emotions) isn't what the Xtreme
Character Challenge provides. Which is hyper-masculinity.
Talk about looking for love -- or at least acceptance -- in all the wrong places.
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Andrew Rossiter

4 DAYS AGO

You can do the 3 peaks challenge without all the Jesus stuff.
It’s quite tough but easily doable in under 24 hours if you push yourselves.
REPLY
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godfrey Street

FLAG

2 DAYS AGO

Reply to Andrew
Andrew Rossiter
Rossiter

Not easily! Ben Nevis was painful on the knees coming down
REPLY
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Group Captain Lionel Mandrake

UNLIKE 77

FLAG

Emily Chatwin

4 DAYS AGO

The farce of these manly expeditions was covered quite well in an episode of Robert
Carlyle's Hamish Macbeth.
LIKE 2

Pete Marsh

FLAG

4 DAYS AGO

30 kg in a rucksack is ludicrous for 3 days, and setting up for failure (unless you're in the
forces and need lots of ammo!) When I walked the 300 mile Pennine way mine was less
than 15kg, sometimes less than 10.
REPLY

SR

4 DAYS AGO

This was an interesting read - not my cup of tea at all. Good luck to anyone who decides
to go.
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Steven Rose
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4 DAYS AGO

Reply to Pete
Pete Mar
Marsshh

Tell us more! For a 7-day, 120 mile hike mine weighs 20kg (a weight I aim for after I lost 3
stone a number of years ago,so I consider it a weight I used to carry everywhere without
noticing!)
Do you not take food, water a tent & sleeping bag? Are you really one of these people
who walks the walk, but is picked up at the end of each day & driven to a B&B, with their
luggage driven to the next B&B as they walk, so they only carry a day-sack?
REPLY
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Rog Price-Haworth

4 DAYS AGO

Reply to Pete
Pete Mar
Marsshh

Agree totally…for a multi day point to point with minimal gear (as it’s like a survival
course) there is no way it should be over 15kg…..
Rucksack 1.1kg, tent 1kg, mat 0.5kg, sleeping bag 0.5kg =3.1kg……..food ? 1.5kg
everything else you’re wearing plus down jacket and water proofs 1kg…….5-6kg
In fact that weight should be checked before they even step out….
REPLY
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